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Abstract— Wireless data gathering networks are often tasked to
gather correlated data under severe energy constraints. The use of
simple channel codes with source-channel decoding can potentially
provide good performance with low energy consumption. Here we
consider progressive coding in multi-hop networks, where an intermediate node decodes its received noisy codewords. The estimated
information is concatenated with the node’s own information
word and encoded; the resulting progressively-encoded codeword
is then transmitted to the next node. In non-progressive coding,
the node simply forwards the received noisy codewords along with
its own encoded data. Here we compare the performance of two
codes with low decoding complexity, Repeat-Accumulate (RA) and
Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) codes, in combination with
two progressive coding schemes. Progressive channel coding uses
only channel decoding at the intermediate node, while progressive
source-channel coding uses source-channel decoding, exploiting
the probabilistic dependency of the information words (caused by
the correlation structure of the data) jointly with the deterministic
dependency induced by channel coding. Two decoding schemes
are considered at the data center: channel decoding only and
iterative source-channel decoding. In simulation experiments, we
consider a line network topology with systematic RA and LDPC
coding. Results show that progressive coding performs better than
non-progressive coding, and RA codes perform better with lower
computational complexity than LDPC codes, both for channeldecoding-only and iterative source-channel decoding.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many wireless sensor network (WSN) applications involve
data gathering, where sensors periodically sample their embedding environments and forward measurements to a sink
or data center. Sensor nodes tend to have severely limited
energy supplies, and communication normally dominates their
energy-use budgets, especially since communication channels
in sensor networks are often quite unreliable [1], [2]. Thus
ensuring reliable communication is a significant challenge in
wireless data gathering network design. While the use of forward error-correcting codes (ECC) can improve performance,
practical applications have used ARQ techniques to avoid the
computational complexity and energy cost of coding and, in
the case of multi-hop topologies, in-network decoding.
However, ECC remains attractive, since the energy cost of
retransmissions in ARQ can be extremely high when there are
only a handful of bit errors per packet. Thus researchers have
continued to explore the use of ECC in WSN [3], [4], [5], [6].
In [3], the effect of route diversity was examined and turbo
codes [7] were applied. A comparison of codes for WSN was

performed in [4] that included measurements of energy costs on
hardware. It was found that BCH coding [8],[9] implemented
using an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) can be a
highly energy-efficient solution. In [5], the energy efficiencies
of low-density parity-check (LDPC), convolutional and BCH
codes were compared, with LDPC codes proving the most
energy-efficient. In [6], repeat-accumulate (RA) [10] coding in
a single-hop WSN was shown to reduce energy consumption
by 24% relative to convolutional coding.
In multi-hop networks, the gathered data may be correlated in
space or time, motivating the study of joint source-channel coding. For example, [5] used randomly-punctured LDPC-based
joint source-channel coding. An alternative when information
payloads are small is to perform no source coding and simple
channel coding, but employ iterative source-channel decoding
at the data center where energy is plentiful [11].
This paper explores the use of progressive coding and
decoding to protect data as it is forwarded from node to node
in multi-hop networks. A previous decode-and-forward strategy
separately encodes parent and child data [12]. In progressive
coding, parent nodes decode received messages from child
nodes and then re-encode them together with their own data for
forwarding. We consider two approaches: Progressive channel
coding uses only channel decoding at intermediate (forwarding)
nodes; we term this technique encode - channel decode encode (ECDE). We also evaluate a more sophisticated (and
hence energy-hungry) source-channel decoding technique that
we call encode - source-channel decode - encode (ESCDE);
it exploits the probabilistic dependency of the information bits
(caused by the correlation structure of the data) jointly with the
deterministic dependency induced by channel coding. We compare both ECDE and ESCDE to the non-progressive scheme
where intermediate nodes forward received noisy codewords
along with their own encoded data. At the data center, we
employ iterative source-channel decoding (ISCD): channel and
source decoders exchange estimated messages, with the source
decoder favoring more probable messages based on a secondorder probabilistic data model. RA [10] and LDPC [13] codes
are compared in this setting in terms of performance and energy
cost of encoding and decoding. RA codes are attractive in data
gathering networks as they have low encoding and decoding
complexity, yet achieve remarkable performance with iterative
decoding [14].

Fig. 1. Model of portion of a multi-hop wireless data gathering network,
with BSC communication links shown as directed edges. Dotted edges indicate
(possibly multiple) intermediate nodes and links.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the system model used in this paper. Section III reviews the structure and encoding/decoding algorithms
of RA and LDPC codes. Iterative source-channel decoding
and progressive coding strategies are described in Section IV
and Section V respectively. In Section VI, the computational
complexities of RA and LDPC codes are discussed. Section
VII presents simulation results and discussion for progressive
coding and decoding, followed by conclusions in Section VIII.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
This paper assumes a multi-hop network model with a tree
topology rooted at a single data center (Figure 1). Data flows
toward the root, with each node connected to one or more
preceding (child) nodes and a subsequent (parent) node. All
communication links are binary symmetric channels (BSCs),
reflecting the use of binary modulation and hard-decision detection in typical WSN node transceivers [15]. In our numerical
results we assume a common crossover or bit error probability
ρ for all links, but our algorithms can be trivially extended to
the general case where links have variable reliabilities.
Each node i obtains a Gaussian-distributed analog measure2
. The measurements
ment mi with mean µm and variance σm
are correlated with correlation coefficient r, so that the (i, j)th element of the measurement-vector covariance matrix Σ is
2
2
Σi,j = σm
r, i 6= j, with Σi,i = σm
. Each node i quantizes mi
into a k-bit information word ui ∈ {0, 1}k . All information
words collected by node i are termed as Ui , which is ui
for nodes without any child nodes, or a combination of ui
and decoded information words from child nodes in the case
of progressive coding (Section V). The information word Ui
is then channel-encoded into an l-bit codeword xi . In our
numerical results, we illustrate system performance using rate
1/4 systematic RA and LDPC channel codes.
Noise in the BSC link i → j is represented by ni ∈ {0, 1}l;
node j receives the noisy encoded sequence yi from node i as
yi = xi ⊕ ni , where ⊕ represents bitwise mod-2 addition. For
progressive coding, node j decodes yi to obtain an estimate Ûi
from each child node. These estimates are combined with uj
and encoded to form xj , which is then transmitted to its parent
node. In non-progressive coding, node j simply encodes uj to
x′j and concatenates x′j with the received codewords from its
child nodes to form the transmitted sequence xj .

Channel decoding at the sensor nodes and the data center
uses the sum-product algorithm (see, e.g., [17]). Joint sourcechannel decoding at the data center depends on the transmission
scheme utilized, and is discussed in Section IV. For the nonprogressive scheme, channel decoding consists of separate
decoders for each node, so that channel decoding occurs
independently, with each decoder i producing an estimate ûi .
Both the nodes and the data center are assumed to know the
crossover probabilities of their incoming links.
III. RA

AND

LDPC C ODES

First presented by Gallager in his 1962 thesis [13], LDPC
codes are parity-check codes with a sparse, or low-density,
parity-check matrix H, such that the density of 1s in H is very
low. LDPC codewords x are generated from the information
word u as x = GT u; all codewords x satisfy Hx = 0,
as HGT = 0 [18]. Decoding occurs on a bipartite graph
consisting of variable nodes (bits) and parity-check nodes
formed from the parity-check matrix H [16], [17]. LDPCs
are described by their node degree, or number of connections
(edges) between variable and check nodes. Regular (dv , dc )
LDPCs have constant variable degree dv and check degree dc .
Irregular LDPCs have varying column and/or row weight.
RA codes [10], [14], [18] are linear block codes which
have become popular for their low encoding and decoding
complexity (with sum-product decoding), good performance
and ease of implementation. An RA code combines two simple
encoding operations, a repeater and an accumulator. These two
operations are separated by an interleaver that permutes the
order of the repeated bits. As RA codes have an H matrix that
does not have constant column (or row) weight, RA codes may
be viewed as irregular LDPC codes.
Both RA and LDPC codes are usually decoded by the
iterative message-passing decoding algorithm known as sumproduct decoding. The sum-product decoding algorithm uses
probabilities as messages to calculate marginal distributions
on graphical models. LDPC sum-product decoding operates
on the factor graph of the code’s parity-check matrix H [16],
often using log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) λx (i) as probabilistic
messages, with λx (i) = log(p(xi = 0)/p(xi = 1)).
IV. I TERATIVE S OURCE -C HANNEL D ECODING (ISCD)
Source-channel decoding (SCD) is a joint decoding process
combining both a source and a channel decoder. The channel
decoder contains knowledge of the channel code and minimizes
the bit error rate (BER) of û. The source decoder contains prior
knowledge of the data’s statistical parameters (i.e., data covariance matrix Σ and mean µ) and reduces the mean squared error
(MSE) between sampled and estimated data. Iterative sourcechannel decoding (ISCD) [19] sends probabilistic information
back and forth between source and channel decoder in an
iterative fashion as for turbo decoding [7].
This section describes ISCD as applied at an intermediate
node j in the network, shown in bold in Figure 1. Node j has
a set of children Cj = {Cj,1 , Cj,2 , . . . Cj,|Cj | }, where | · | is
the cardinality operator. A child i of node j is denoted as Cj,i .

Fig. 2.

Block diagram of ISCD at intermediate node j.
Fig. 3.

The collection of information words from Cj,i is termed UCj,i ,
which includes uCj,i as well as information words from child
nodes of i, if any.
A block diagram of the source-channel decoder used at node
j is shown in Figure 2. The parent node j receives the noisy
codewords yCj,1 , yCj,2 . . . yCj,|Cj | and converts them to LLRs,
sending them to its channel decoder. LLRs on the estimated
information words ÛCj,1 , ÛCj,2 , . . . ÛCj,|Cj | output from the
channel decoder are then sent to the source decoder. The
source decoder combines this information with its knowledge
of the network’s statistical parameters and its own data to
output an updated estimate of the estimated information words
ÛCj,1 , ÛCj,2 , . . . ÛCj,|Cj | and their updated LLRs. Decoding
may stop there. Alternately, decoding could continue in an
iterative fashion, if the source decoder’s LLR output is sent
back to the channel decoder for use as a priori input, for another
round of decoding. Iterative source-channel decoding (ISCD)
may continue for a fixed number of iterations, or stop when a
valid codeword is reached.
The source decoder used at node j contains conditional
probabilities p(ui |Uj\i ) for each information word ui at node
i, given the other information words Uj\i for all child nodes
prior to node j, excluding node i. It calculates p(ui = A) by
marginalizing over the joint probability p(ui = A, Uj\i ), as
p(ui = A) =

X

p(ui = A|Uj\i = Q)p(Uj\i = Q).

(1)

Uj\i

By combining probabilities on the information words from
other nodes, the source decoder takes the inter-node correlation
in account. Further details on the source decoder and iterative
source-channel decoding (ISCD) are presented in [11]. Other
types of source decoding could be used instead.
V. P ROGRESSIVE C ODING
Progressive coding at a node j incorporates estimates of
received data ÛCj from child nodes Cj together with uj into
the transmitted codeword xj . This technique better protects
data sent from child nodes further from the data center than
does the non-progressive technique of simply forwarding noisy
codewords received from child nodes in the network.
This paper considers two forms of progressive coding: 1)
encode - channel decode - encode (ECDE), which uses channel

Block diagram of progressive coding at intermediate node j.

decoding alone, ignoring data correlation; and 2) encode source-channel decode - encode (ESCDE), which uses sourcechannel decoding with prior knowledge of the data correlation.
Figure 3 shows a block diagram of progressive coding for
the portion of a network bolded in Figure 1. The parent node
j receives the encoded data yCj,1 , yCj,2 . . . yCj,|Cj | from its
|Cj | child nodes. The two forms of progressive coding at node
j are described below:
1) ECDE Progressive Coding: Using channel decoding,
node j decodes yCj,1 , yCj,2 . . . yCj,|Cj | to obtain estimates ÛCj,1 , ÛCj,2 , . . . ÛCj,|Cj | . It then concatenates
ÛCj,1 , ÛCj,2 , . . . ÛCj,|Cj | with its own data uj as Uj =
[ÛCj,1 , ÛCj,2 , . . . ÛCj,|Cj | , uj ], and encodes Uj into the
codeword xj .
2) ESCDE Progressive Coding: Same as ECDE progressive
coding, except iterative source-channel decoding (ISCD)
is used at node j instead of channel decoding alone to
decode yCj,1 , yCj,2 . . . yCj,|Cj | . The estimates are concatenated with uj to form Uj , which is encoded into xj
as for ECDE. To minimize the complexity for progressive
coding at the intermediate nodes, only a single iteration
of ISCD may be used.
ESCDE progressive coding uses ISCD at the intermediate
nodes. For ECDE progressive coding, decoding at the intermediate nodes uses only channel decoding, without source decoding, to reduce complexity. Either form of progressive coding,
or non-progressive coding, could be used at the intermediate
nodes, combined with either form of decoding at the data center.
VI. C OMPLEXITY A NALYSIS

OF

RA

VERSUS

LDPC CODES

In this section, the computational complexity of RA versus
LDPC encoding and decoding algorithms are compared. All
cases assume an information word u of length k, codeword of
length n, and code rate Rc = k/n.
A. Channel Coding
RA encoding involves repetition, an interleaver and an accumulator (mod-2 addition). All these operations are linear in k.
Thus the computational complexity for RA encoding is O(k).
LDPC encoding involves matrix multiplication of the information word u of length k with G, the k × Rkc , or k × n,

generator matrix. Thus the computational complexity is O(k 2 ).
LDPC encoding is thus more complex and energy-consuming
than RA encoding for the same data length and code rate.
B. Channel Decoding
As RA and LDPC codes are decoded using the same sumproduct graph-based decoding algorithm, we can determine
their relative computational complexities by analyzing their H
matrices or factor graphs. A larger number of edges in the
factor graph (number of 1s in the H matrix) results in more
computations at both parity-check and variable nodes.
A systematic RA code of rate Rc and repetition rate R (with
Rc = 1/(R + 1)) has k systematic bits of variable degree
dv = R, n − k − 1 non-systematic bits with dv = 2 and 1 nonsystematic bit with dv = 1. The systematic RA code graph has
Rk + 2(n − k − 1) + 1 = 3k((1/Rc ) − 1) − 1 edges.
A regular (dv , dc ) LDPC of rate Rc has all n codeword bits of
degree dv , and has dv n = dv k/Rc edges. A regular (dv = 3, dc )
LDPC has 3k/Rc edges. Compared to the systematic RA code
with 3k((1/Rc ) − 1) − 1 edges, regular dv = 3 LDPC code
graphs have 3k + 1 more edges than RA code graphs. This
results in 3k+1 more sum-product computations at both paritycheck and variable nodes for LDPCs compared to RA codes.
From both an encoding and decoding standpoint, RA codes
have lower complexity than LDPCs, and thus make better sense
in an energy-constrained network. As shown in Section VII,
short RA codes of the same code rate Rc and codeword length
n (data length k) also display better performance due to fewer
short cycles in the code graph. For a wireless data gathering
network with short data sequences and energy-constrained
nodes, RA codes provide a better channel coding option than
LDPCs from both energy and performance viewpoints.
C. Source Decoding
Source decoding depends on the correlation between data at
different nodes and is independent of channel coding. Source
decoding complexity is affected by the number of nodes and
the joint distribution of the data. The relative complexity of
source-channel decoding with RA codes compared to that with
LDPC codes is the same as the relative complexity for channel
decoding alone, showing a complexity savings with RA codes
in decoding as well as encoding.
D. Progressive and Non-progressive Coding: Encoding
RA codes provide reduced complexity in comparison to
LDPCs in both types of progressive coding (ESCDE and
ECDE) as well as non-progressive coding. Assuming N nodes
in the network, non-progressive coding would see an encoding
complexity savings when using RA encoding of N × O(k)
compared to N × O(k 2 ) for LDPCs, as each node encodes
its data sequence of length k. However, in progressive coding, the concatenated data sequence increases in length when
approaching the data center. Assuming a final node N prior
to the data center, which concatenates the previous N − 1
decoded data sequences, the final data sequence to be encoded
has length N k rather than k. The encoding complexity savings

for RA encoding with progressive coding would be O(N k)
compared to O(N 2 k 2 ) for LDPC encoding with progressive
coding. When using progressive coding, the complexity savings
of RA codes are amplified.
E. Progressive and Non-progressive Coding: Decoding
RA codes also provide reduced complexity in comparison to
LDPCs in the decoding process for both types of progressive
coding. For non-progressive coding, decoding only occurs at the
data center. Since the data center is assumed to have unlimited
energy resources, the relative complexities of RA and LDPC
codes are unimportant for non-progressive coding.
In progressive coding, assuming a final node N prior to the
data center which concatenates the previous N −1 decoded data
sequences, the final data sequence to be encoded has length N k.
From Section VI-B, the complexity savings of RA decoding
increases as the number of sensor nodes increases.
There is no complexity savings for RA codes in the source
decoding portion of ISCD.
VII. S IMULATION R ESULTS

AND

D ISCUSSION

This section presents simulation results for the following
coding and decoding schemes described in Section V:
1) ECDE progressive coding with channel decoding (CD) at
the data center;
2) ESCDE progressive coding with ISCD at the data center;
3) Non-progressive coding with channel decoding (CD) at
the data center; and
4) Non-progressive coding with ISCD at the data center.
A two-node line network is used, with identical BSC links
with crossover probability ρ between nodes. According to our
model (Section II), the data samples m from different sensors
are correlated with correlation coefficient r and identically
2
Gaussian-distributed with mean µm and variance σm
. The data
sequence u at each sensor node has length k = 8 bits.
The performance measure used is the average mean squared
error (MSE) between the analog values of m1 , m2 and the
estimates m̂1 , m̂2 found from û1 and û2 after decoding at the
data center. In data gathering networks, MSE is often preferable
to BER, since the error between the estimated measurement m̂
and actual measurement m is the quantity of importance. For
example, compare m̂ = 0 to m = 8; only 1 bit of û is incorrect,
but the measurement error |m − m̂| is quite large.
Rate 1/4 RA and LDPC codes are used for comparison in
all four cases, with a 4-cycle-free regular (3,4) LDPC and
an 8-cycle-free RA code. Sum-product decoding is used for
all channel decoding. with 12 decoding iterations used in
the channel decoder at the data center, and 5 source-channel
iterations between source and channel decoders for ISCD at the
data center. Both types of progressive coding use 12 channel
decoding iterations at node 2. To reduce complexity at the
energy-constrained intermediate node, only one source-channel
decoding iteration is used at node 2 for ESCDE progressive
coding. Each MSE point is calculated when 200 codeword
errors have occurred after data center decoding.
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B. Analysis of Results and Discussion
As shown in Figures 4-6, better performance is achieved with
RA codes of short length compared to LDPCs of the same rate
and length. This result may seem surprising, given the lower
complexity of RA codes. However, the very qualities that result
in lower complexity for RA codes, namely, a highly-structured
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MSE: Mean Squared Error

A. Results
Figure 4 shows the MSE performance for ECDE and nonprogressive coding using both RA and LDPC codes, with
channel decoding alone at the data center (cases 1 and 3).
The network data are identically Gaussian-distributed with low
2
variance and high correlation: µm = 70, σm
= 0.2, r = 0.9.
From Figure 4, we see that progressive ECDE coding performs
significantly better than non-progressive coding. As well, RA
codes perform better than LDPC codes for short code lengths,
for both ECDE and non-progressive coding.
In Figure 5, the MSE performance of ESCDE and nonprogressive coding using RA and LDPC codes are compared
using the statistical parameters of Figure 4, with ISCD used
at the data center (cases 2 and 4). ESCDE progressive coding
is shown to reduce MSE by more than an order of magnitude
compared to non-progressive coding, Again, RA codes outperform LDPC codes, both for progressive and non-progressive
coding. By comparing Figures 4 and 5, we observe that ESCDE
with ISCD at the data center outperforms ECDE with channel
decoding alone by two orders of magnitude or more, for both
RA and LDPC codes, in a highly correlated network.
Figure 6 examines how the statistical parameters of the data
affect MSE performance. The performance of ESCDE progressive coding with ISCD at the data center (case 2) is displayed
for varying statistical parameters. Both RA and LDPC codes are
considered. The results show that as data correlation decreases
or data variance increases, MSE performance worsens. This
is to be expected, as the source decoder provides less-reliable
information to the channel decoder under these conditions.
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H matrix due to the simple repetition and accumulator encoding
operations as well as fewer edges in the factor graph of H, also
result in a graph with fewer loops or short cycles.
The effectiveness, and thus performance, of graph decoding
algorithms such as sum-product decoding is reduced by loops
or cycles in the graph, especially short cycles, such as a 4-cycle
[20]. A 4-cycle connects two codeword bits to the same two
parity-check nodes or equations, and is the shortest possible
cycle. A 6-cycle connects each of three codeword bits to two
of the three parity-check equations involved in the cycle. LDPC
codes are typically constructed to be 4-cycle-free at a minimum,
as shorter cycles degrade performance more than larger cycles.
RA codes of the same rate and length as regular LDPCs
allow for easier construction of short-cycle-free H matrices due
to their sparser and more constrained H matrix. As described
in [18], the H matrix of systematic RA codes consists of
a systematic (repetition/interleaver) portion Hu and a parity

(accumulator ) portion Hp , as H = [Hu Hp ]. Each row of Hu
contains a single 1; each column has R 1s, for repetition rate
R. Hp is a double-diagonal matrix, indicating the accumulator
operation. This special RA structure means that only one of the
bits involved in a short cycle can be a systematic bit, so two of
the 1s involved in the cycle are in the same column c of Hu .
The double-diagonal structure enforces a cycle that runs from
row r1 of the first 1 to row r2 of the second 1. The length of
this cycle is determined by the row distance r2 − r1 between
the two 1s in column c of Hu . When r2 − r1 = 3, an 8-cycle
is formed. Increasing r2 − r1 to 4 results in a 10-cycle.
Due to the double-diagonal Hp , every systematic bit of an
RA code is part of R−1 short cycles. However, these cycles can
be lengthened by enforcing a minimum spreading distance S
between all 1s in each column of Hu . S = 3 gives a minimum
row distance of 4, and an 8-cycle-free H matrix. The maximum
possible row distance for a rate Rc = 1/(R + 1) = k/n is
(n − k)/R = k, obtained with 1s in column i located in rows
i, i + k, and i + 2k, ∀i = 1, . . . , k. This provides maximum
spreading Smax = k−1. A random design of Hu with spreading
constraint is unlikely to achieve Smax , but a design with S =
⌊ k2 ⌋ − 1 can be found in reasonable time. Our RA design with
k = 8 provided S = 3 for an 8-cycle-free interleaver.
Elimination of short cycles for an RA code of short length
compared to an LDPC of the same length and code rate is
responsible for the better performance of the RA code. Better
short-cycle elimination for the RA code is primarily due to
the specialized structure of its H matrix and secondarily to
somewhat fewer edges in its factor graph (fewer 1s in H).
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed two progressive coding techniques
for wireless data gathering networks: ECDE (encode - channel
decode - encode) and ESCDE (encode - source-channel decode
- encode). These were compared to non-progressive coding (the
standard encode-and-forward technique). The ESCDE technique utilizes knowledge of the source distribution via iterative
source-channel decoding (ISCD). The performances of four
different schemes were evaluated via simulation: 1) ECDE
progressive coding with channel decoding at the data center;
2) ESCDE progressive coding with ISCD at the data center;
3) Non-progressive coding with channel decoding at the data
center; and 4) Non-progressive coding with ISCD at the data
center. For each scheme, the MSE performances of comparable
(with respect to information word length and rate) RA and
LDPC channel codes were measured for a line topology and
specific statistical models of the network data.
Using ISCD at the data center can provide a significant
performance improvement over channel decoding alone, for
highly correlated data. Progressive coding consistently outperformed non-progressive coding for both channel decoding only
and ISCD. RA codes achieved better performance than LDPC
codes; this was confirmed by analysis showing that for the
short codes used here, RA codes had fewer short cycles. We
also examined the schemes’ computational complexities (as a
predictor of energy efficiency) at the sensor nodes. Our results

show that RA codes may have better energy efficiency than
LDPC codes. Overall, progressive coding with RA codes and
source-channel decoding in both intermediate nodes and at the
data center provides the best MSE performance with moderate
computational complexity. Source-channel decoding can exploit
highly-correlated data, while ECDE progressive coding and
channel decoding at the data center can be used to advantage
in network environments with low data correlation.
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